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NAGT Crustal Evolution Education Project
Edward C. Stbever, Jr., Project Director

Vv'elcome to the exciting world of current research
into :he composipon history and processes of the
earth s :rust and the application of this knowledge
to an s activities The earth sciences are
currently experiencing a dramatic revolution in
:P.r understanding of the way in which the earth
works CEEP modules are designed to bring Into
tn e (2, !a ssr ()Qin the methods and' results of these
cohtin,,,ng investigations The Crustal Evolution

.cation Project began work in 1974 under
the ausbiLes of the National Association of
Greo,fogv Teacners CEEP materials have been
de.eloped by teams of science educators
c.assroom teachers and scientists Prior to

.,h'ication the materials were field tested by
200 teachers and over 12 000 students

C ,rrent eiolution research is a breaking
s.),/ s: are 11,,,ng tnrougn today

About CEEP
CEEB modules c.c.)nsist of two booklets.a

Teacher , and a Student Investigation The
s Gu contains a!I :ne. information

- .1 the Student Investigation
,s seC'HOnS 'n color intended only for the

:eacrcer as wen as answers to the questions that
are nCI.Jic3,1 .^ the Student estig5tion
I, some mod_.ies there are illustrations that
aLppear oh' the Teacner s G.ide and these are
--les,g,--a>e/ by figure letters instead Of the number
sed e set n the Sudent Investigation

Jr so* OCiu.eS maps rulers and other
aSSrD9,-,:rnate,nals are ,ceded and in

1-,,e material was prepared with tne
support of National Science Foundation
Grant Nos SED 75-20151 SED 77-0859
and SED 78-25104 However any opinions
4,ncinqs conclusions or recommendatioris
ezpressed herein are +nose of the authortsi

e a-d r'-,t rk!cessarily reflect the views
O'` NS

1" -irg,_r to coMpif with S Public Law
- 94 ;#36 ,,vary SchOoi district in the U S A

rpate,.a,s agrees to make
them aAdailable for inspection by parents or
guardians of rnitdrep engaged in
edpeational p ogrrps or projects of the
schoot

6,
Copyright 1979 by Southsast Miserri State tinfyortily
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Teachers and students alike have a unique
opportunity through CEEP modules to share in the
unfYaldang of these educationally important and
exciting advances CEEP modules are designed
to provide studentswith appealing firsthand
investigative experiences with concepts which are
at or close to the frontiers of scientific inquiry into
Plate tectonics Furthermore the CEEP modules
are designed to be used by teachers with little or
no previous background in the modern theories
if sea-floor spreading continental drift and plate
tect Dnics

Vie know that you will enjoy using CEEP
'n'3d.ireS In yo-zir classroom Read on and be
prepared to experience a renewed enthusiasm for

/ 0 LI learn more about the living' earth
r,,s otner CEEP modules

ry Jan:ies according to tne method of
on,y-,entahon Read ower the r,r.fore

is ;se in class and 'efer to the list of
'el,";TERIALS it tne 4-iodule

Each hodule.,s .ndivicual and seif-c-ontained in
:',teat but so,ne are divided into two or more

',OnserilenCe The recommended ler4gth
f9r each module is indicated Some modules

red .--,prerg:--,1u,site knowledge Of S,)nle aspects
-)f basic earth scv,nc-fr, rter; In tnr-:"

s
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ContinentiAnd Ocean Basins:
Floaters.And Sinkers

INTRODU CT I 0 N

This module deals with isostasy and how it
operates in the earth's Crusi:.lsostasy is simply the.
general principle of buoyancy applied to solid
materials of the earth's crust.

Why does thelearth have high mountains and deep
ocean floors'? Why aren't the continents at the
same level as the ocean floors'? Why isn't
the earth all covered With sea water

Scientists have developed idea's about the inside_
of the earth. Their ideas come from a study of
earthquake waves and from a knowledge of what
happens to rocks under high temperatures and
pressures The earth's interior seems to. be.
arranged into a series of shells (See Figure 1 )

The outer shell, called the crust, is the shell we
(rye upon It is 12-60 km thick and is composed
of hard rock which forms the continents and
the ocean basins:Below this crust is the mantle.
This shell is about 2900 km thick It is thought to
be composed of a hot, solid rock It probably
is capable of flow at very slow rates, much like
a candle left in the sun Below th? mantle, and in
the center of the earth, is the core. It is believed
to bd composed of a mixture of iron and nickel

Figure 1 Cut-away secti2n of the earth shows a
series of shells within tI earth's interior.
(crust not to scale).

In the 1950s, Congress funded a study called the
Mohole Project Its pu?pose was to "look under"
the crust to see what the upper part of the
mantle was really like To find out, it would be
necessary to drill through the crust of the earth
and obtain samples of the material found
below the crust In ord to keep the cost down, it
would have to be drilled here the crust was
thin Would this be on the qpntinents or in the
ocean astris9 This module 'frill help yo,u to under-
stand why the scientists decided to drill in an
ocean basin

Figure 2 rGlomar Challenger, ip first,,of anew
generation of ocean vessels, is capable of drilling
into the sea bottom ,in the Open ocean, (Photo

lcontributed by Deep Sea Drilling Project, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography

44.
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PREREQUISITE STUDENT BACKGROUND
Students are expected to understand density I
and how to determine it by weighing anmeasur-
ing a regularly shaped object. If they have riot
studied this previously, you may need to devote
some time to teaching your stQlente the procedure
for determining density. Students should know
how to find percentages and how to construct
a bar graph.

OBJECTIVES amsessommarameiziii&

After you have completed these activities, you
should be able to.
1. Identify the conditions under which one
substance will float in another substance."
2. Predict the movement of the crust of the earth
when material is added to, or subtracted from,
parts of the crust.
3. Predict the relative thicknesses of parts of the
earth's crust from a knowledge of average
densities and elevations.

MATERIALS
For each lab group:

One block of high density wood: 4 cm x 10 cm
x 2 cr'''n

of Two blocks of lower density wood: 4
10 cm x 2 cm
Three larger square blocks of the'same lower
density wood: 10 cm x 10 cm x 2 cm
A metric ruler
A pan of water at least 5 cm deep and
20 cm x 20 cm in area

daaegMatt,r.

For each class:
A pan of alcohol (optional)
Five balances

You will probably have to cut the wooden blocks
used in this module. Pine( should be used for
most of the blocks. Use the same thickness of
board, but cut two different -Jizes. The smell

BACKGROUND INFORMATION
Any needed information is included in
PROCEDURE16.

SUGGESTED APPROACH
This activity is written in a step-by-step WWI-
yidualized format. or many students, it can be
used in an independent study situation. However,
the activity can be easily, adapted for total class,
Laboratory -type teaching situations. You should

'present the introductory questions, objectives,
and explanatory and summary information from
the student investigation in a pre-lab and post-lab
group discussion. You should be certain that this
material is either read by or presented to the

, students and understood by them.

blocks should measure 4 cm x10 cm x 2 cm thick,
and the large blocks 10 cm x tO cm x 2 cm thick.
The exact measurements are not critical, but
the blocks must be the same size. In addition, you
will need one block of a denser wood for PART A,
measuring 4 cm x 10/Cm x 2 cm. Oak Would be
appropriate. If you cannot obtain pine or oak, any
two materials having densities of about 0.5 (pine)
and 0.7 to 0.9 (oak) should work. Selct wood that

tdoes not have knots. Knots are of a Pnuch higher %-
density than the surrounding wood, and this
difference will cause problems in the activities.

The wooden blocks will have to be waterproofed.
If you decide to include step 6, the waterproofing
material mitt not dissolve in alcohol. Shellac
and latex paint Will dissolve, but polyurethane
varnish will not. Any waterproofirA material must
be applied evenly so that the density of the
blocks will be uniform.

11.
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PROCEDURE
PART A
Students work with materials of different
densities in understanding buoyancy.
Key words: crust, mantle( density, buoyancy,
isostasy
Time required: one 45-minute period or longer
Miterialsa balance and two blocks of the same size
but different densities, for each

1. Your teacher has given you two bl cks of wood
that are of a similar size but different in density.
The density of an object is its mass (approximately
its weight) ih gams 'divided by its volume
in cubic centimeters. Figure out the density of
each block of wood. If you have difficulty
'remembering how to figure density, ask your
teacher
Block 1
Block 2

To determine density, the student must first a

compute the volume of each of the two pieces of
wood. Volume is determined by multiplying length
by width by height. The student should then
obtain the mass of each block. This can be deter-
mined,py using a pan balance. If students use a
scale, they will actually be determining the
weight, or pull of gravity. Mass divided by volume
will then give density.
Students should be aware that mass is an Integral
characteristicof the wood, whereas weight is
the effectof the earth's gravitational field upon
the ,mass of the object.

2. Which block is denser'
If oak and pine ate used for the blocks, the
density of the oak will be about 0.07 to 0.9 gm/cm3
and the pine about 0.5 gm/cr03. Therefore, the

' 'oak is denser.
3. Water has a density of 1.0 gm/cm'. Will the
blocks float in water?
yes -

Which will.froat higher'
pine

,Why"
Students are asked td make predictions here.

'They will deterrhine the accuracy of these
predictions in step 4.

4. Fill the pan with-water. place thp two blocks
in the water, as in .Figure 3. Were your prVictions
correct'
Both blocks will-float in,the water, The less dense
pine would have more of the block exposed
'above the- water.

5. Alcohol haS a density of 0.8 gmicm3 This is
less than the density, pf water. If you placed
your two blocks in the alcohol, would they float
higher in the water, lower or sink? Why?
One block would float, one would sink. Students
are asked, to make predictions here. They will
determine the accuracy of these predictions In

steR 6. .

6. Your teacher may have available one pan
filled with alcohol. Place your blacks of wood in
that pan. Were your predictions correct? Does the
same block float higher than the other in the
alcohol? Explain what you observed.
Step 6 is optional. Alcohol is highly flammable.
if you plan tp do this part of the activity, you
should have only one container of alcohol and

keep it under your supervision at all times. Don't
plaCe the alcohol in the container until the first
lab group is ready for it. Also pour it back into

a sealaale contalwr immediately after the
last lab group h4finished with it. In this way,
you can limit the amount of alcohol vapor that
will enter the atmosphere of the classroom.

The oak block will probably sink in the alcohol.
The pine block should float, but it will not
float as high as in water.

Figure 3. Two wood blocks are placed in the
water.

3
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7. What would you expect to happen if you
placed your two blocks in liquid, such as
syrup, that had a higher density than watec?
Would they float higher or lower than in water?
higher

Would one block float higherthan the either?
yes

If a denser liquid is u.sedthe blocks will float
higher than they did in the water. The pine block
will float the highest.

8. What would happen if you put a much denser
material, such as iron, in water? Explain.
A solid piece of metal, such as iron, would sink
to the bottom of the ontainer of water.
9. Thinking back on s eps 3 through 8, consider
the conditions under w *ch one tnaterial-wili
float in another material.

In step 9, you have described one part of the
general principle of buoyancy, that is, the
conditions under which one substance will float
in another substance. You can probably think of
many examples of buoyancy:'a rising balloon
filled with hot air or helium, a cork bobbing on
the water when you go fishing; your ability to
float when.you go swimming. Buoyancy also

in the crust and mantle of the earth.
Ge logists call it isostasy. After you answer
questions 10 and 11, y,ou will go on to study
isostasy in the next part of this activity.

The entire activity has been pointing toward tan
understanding of buoyancy: a less dense mat dal'
will float in a liquid of higher density. The --
lower the density of the material, the hIker It will
float. Whether an object will float or sink in a
liquid depends upon the density of The liquid. The
oak block floats in water but will net float In ,
alcohol. The activity simply strives for a "feel" on
the part of the student as to what density ib
grid how materials of differing densities will act
in liquids of different densities (buoyancy).
Whether g student has a feel for buoyancy should
become apparent in the following serta of
activities.

If students still seem uncertain regarding density
and buoyancy, you may want to Introduce some
additional activities here before they go on to
the remaining parts of this activity. You might
even have them dete ?mine the density of their
own bodies.

A

4

ta-

In this activitsy the blocks of woodond the water
will represent the earth's crust and mantle. The
upper mantle is thought to have a density of
3.4 gm/cm'. The density of the crust varies. Below
the ocean basins it is about 2.9 gm/cm'. Below
the continents, however, the crust averages
about 2.7 4m/cm'

10. WhiCh is denser, upper Mantle or crust?
upper mantle

11. Which of your two brockg could represent
ocean crust'
oak

Whfth could represent continental crust?
pine

s

The upppr mantle is the densest of these materials.
It is represented by-water in this activity. It
should be emphasized that the mantle is a solid,
not a liquid. Ocean crust is next in density and
is represented by the oak block..Coritinental crust
is least dense and is represented by the pine-
block.

tt
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PROCEDURE

PART B..Does the earth's crust float?
In this activity, students work with wood blocks
to understand the effects of isostasy on mountain
roots.
Key word: root
Time required: one 45-minute period or longer
Materials Five square blocks of the same density
,with two of the blocks a smallersize,lor each
group

Along the- margins of some Continents, offshore,
thick layers of sediment pile up. In some cases
in the past, these deposits have been many
kilometers thick 'Later, the layers may have been
bent, broken, twisted, agiti even changed into
metamorphic rock This is the way that m6untains
such as the Alps and-the Andes are thought
to have formed These mountains rise very high
above the surrounding continent After millions
of years of erosion by wind, water and ice, they
remain* high Why is this? Car lyou use isostasi
(buoyancy) to explain the elevation of mountaiTTS?

In the next several steps, you will use wood t'ilocks
and water to study an idea that geologists have
about mountains

1. Your teacher will provide you with five
blocks, all equal in density. Stack the three large,
blocks one on.top of the other and place the stack
in the water, as in Figure 4 This stack will
represent mountains, and the water will represent
the earth's mantle. 'Place one of the remaining
two blocks on one side of_the_rhotintain,Vid

___ -the-other Oh-the other side. These two blocks
represent plains, or the lower areas that lie along
mountain chains
(See Figure A.)
Draw a cross section (a"-side view) of the plains,
the mountains, and the mantle.
How does the amount of mountain above the
upper surface of the mantle compare with the
amount of mountain in the mantle?
Is this proportion the sarpe for the plains?

Here students use the two small pine blocks and
the three larger pine blocks. It is very important
that all blocks be of the same density. they

e should be arranged according to Figure A. The
students will find that the amount of mountain
above the mantle is equal to the amount below the
mantle. They will also find that the amount of
plains above the mantle is equal to the amount
below the mantle.

\,1

t I S

APans

Figure 4 Placement,of blocks for Step 1.
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2. Carefully remove the top block from your
.mountain. Describe what happens to the
remaining blocks in your mountain.
How has the mount in elevation changed
compared with the plains? _

How has-theffnountain elevation changed
compared with the mantle'?
Has the proportion of wood above the mantle
(water line) changed, compared with that below
the mantle?
When the first block is removed, students should
observe that the lower two blocks rise so that
the top of the second block is now higher, but it
is not as high as the top of the first block had seen.
They should note that the proplittion of wood'
above and below water level has remained the
same. Note from the diagrams that the
mountain level has decreased compared with thp
plains. Also note that the mountain elevation
has decreased compared with the mantle. See
Figure B.

Figure B.

6

3. Now remove the second block from the
mountain. Describe'What happens.
Draw a cross section of the plains, mountain, and

-mantle as they now look.
Whenahe second block is removed, the remaining
block will be at,the4ame level as its neighboring
blocks. The proportion of wood-above and
below the water line will still be the same. See
Figure C.

4:'In steps 2 and 3, you have simulated the
results of erosion on mountain systems. The blocks
you removed represent tile rock material removed,
by streams and glaciers.
What would you expect to happen to rocks in a
mountain range as the surface rocks are removed
by erosion?
rise

Does this help to explain why mountains remain
high for tong periods of time?
yes

Wheriwould you expect mountains to be at the
same level as the surrounding plains?
As overburden is removed in erosion, under-
lyjng "mountain roots' will rite, due to isostasy,
'Much like the' blocks of wood in the example.'
The mountains would be 'reduced to the level of
the plains when the mountain crust is reduced to
the same thickness as the crust under the plalt.

r Pim s

Figyre C.

9
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3. Take the large block of wood (representing a
continent) and place it in th,e water (the mantle).
Place the small block (a mountain system) on
top of the continent, near its side as in Figure 5.
Why did the continent tilt9
In reality, of course, a cont ent on earth does not
tilt because it is not ngid enough. Instead, it bends.
Figure D indicates the relative position of the two
blocks and how they might be expected to float
in the water. The continent will tilt because
of the added weight.

Figure 5 Placement of blocks for.step 5.

.

Figure D. ti

6. Now place a second small block below the
continent directly under your mountain range as
in Figure 6 Note that this second small block
is the same size and density as the mountain, range
Describe what happens to the doptinent.
By inserting the third block directly under the
"mountain range",and below the continent,
balance is restored. This is analogous to the
granitic root of a mountain range. See Figure E.
An extension of this activity might'be to ask
students what would happen.in step 6 if the pine
mountain range were replaced by one of oak;
What would then happen if t.tie root were also
replaced by oak?
In both steps 5 and 6, movement occurred because
of the added mass of the mountain block. In
step 5, the continent sank enough to balance the
added mass In step 6, you placed an eqUal mass
and Mime of material below the mountain
system to form a root which then rose to balance
the added mass of the -mountain system2This
latter situation is fairly close to what occurs

4, in the 'real world.

7. Examine the cross section that you drew in
step 11. PART B Label the mountain root Now
look at the cross section from step 3, PART B
What happened to the mountain root from step
1 to step 39
The mountain root in steps 1 to 3 rose to com-
pensate for the material removed from the
mountains.

v.&

Figure 6. Placement of block's for step 6.

Figure E.

l 0 7



PROCEDURE xmim;omenmana
PART C: How many types of crust'are there?
Students develop a graph of the distribution of
elevations above and below sea level. Most
students findthis very difficult. You may need to
discuss this in a pre-lab.
Key words: none
Time required: one 45-minute period or longer
Materials six blocks for each group

1. Take all of the blocks you have used in-the
previous part of the activity. You should have
thi:ee square low-density blocks, two smaller low
density blocks, and one higher-density block.
Place them together as in Figure 7. Answer parts
a, b, a, and d by entering your data in Table 1,
Worksheet 1
a. Detelmine the height of each stack above the
table.
b. Determihe the surface area of each stack.
c. Determine the total surface area occupied by
your stacks of blocks.
d. Determine the percent of the total area that
each of the three stacks occupies.
e. Construct a bar graph of the data from Table 1
oo Worksheet 1.
You may need to provide directions on how to
determine area and how, to compute percentages.
The total area occupied by the three stacks of
blocr will be 180 sq. cm.

3

Figure 7. Placement of blocks for step 1.

8
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Table 1 .*" 4
Height and surface area of blocks.

a) Height above bJ Surface area of d) Percent of
Stack table each stack total area

3 blocks 6 cm 100 sq. cm. 100/180 .56 or '56°/0

2 blocks 4 cm 40 sq,. cm 40/189 = .22 or 22%

1 block 2 cm 40 sq. cm 40/180 .22 or 22%

c) Total surface area 180 sq. cm '
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Answer Sheet 1 (PART C)
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Percent of total area
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2. Table'Thas data showing the percentage of
total area of the earth's%crust at certain elevations,
It is similar toihe data table you have just,made,.
Instead of height aboV4 your table, however,
the first column givg height above sea level or
depth below sea level. The second column is the
total percent of the earth's crust at each elevation
interval .Plot this data on a bar graph with height
or apth on the,vertical axis.and per-Cent of
area on the horizontal axis (Worksheet 2).

5
-4

3

2

+1

Sea ievei U

-1

2

3

, 4

5

-6

-7

Table 2
The earth's solicialkface. height and depth

above and Oelow sekevel.-,

.Height or depth / NJ Pekent of
m.trrvai, km total area

Above sea level
(greatest height, Mt Everest, 8.8 km )

-6 01
4-5 ti 0.4
3-4 1.1

2-3 2.2
1-2 4.5
0-1 20:8

Below sea level '

(greatest depth, Marianas trench, 11 km.)
0-1 8.4

-1,2 3.1

-2-3 6.1

22.6
-4-5 14.7
-5-6 15.0
-6-7 0.9
-7-12 b 0.1

. .

r
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Answer Sheet (PART C)
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3. Your.graph should have-two long bars, each
representing elevations at which there are
maximum percentages of total area At what

1111111

elevations are these? 0 to 1 km and
-3 to .-4 km ^

What is the differAce of percentage between
*these two elevation's?
One is above; one below sea level.

.
You may want to instruct' your students in more
detail on how to make the graph, what intervals to

_ 'select, etc. It should look like Answer Sheet 2
with two definitely (png bars, one just above sea
level, and the -other at -3-4 km below seaJewil.
The' difference between the two bars is 1.8%. -

4. The disttibution of eleVations represented in
the graph is one bit of evidence that there are
two distinct types of cruet covering our earth.
Which of the two long bays on your graph
represnts continXntal crust?.
Which' represents oceanic crust?
The long bar above sea levet-fepresents
continental crust and the one below sea level
is oceanic crust. -.

If no factor other than crustal thickness were
taken into account, the Mohole would be located

Xesomewftre on an.ab ssal plain at seven or more
kilometeri below sea vel. (Trenches, although
deeper, are subduction zones which might

.4) introduce problems with finding mantle material.)
In reality, of course, the Mohole Project also
had to take into account the depth of Niter and
the resulting instability of a Prillirtg plailorrn.

S

In ttlis module, you have learned about the idea
of-isostasy. Parts of the eartb=s crust with the
same thickness but different densities float
at different levels in the upper mantle. You have
also learned that parts that have the same density
but different thicknesses float at different levels.
In general, oceanic crust is denser than con-

,tinental crust and is also thinner\This is why
ocean basirts are basins, and continents are
continents. Ocean basins are loitv areas on the
earth's crust and therefore filted with most of the
earth's water, Continents lire the high areas
of the earth's'crust. This isillustrated in Figure 8. Y°
5. You are now to map a recommendation to
the Mohole group those. dentists who wanted to
drill through the crust of the earth. If the only
concern were to find the thinnest part of the crust,
where should they drill?
In the oceanic crust.

You may be interested to leprn that the Mohole
itself was never dnIled,..-The cost of the program
became very higtt, arfd the National Science
Foundation eventually withdrew its financial
support However, the qtrillirp techniques that
were developed have been used extensively in the
Deep Sea Drilling Project, which was designed
to obtain samples from the sea floor

Base of crust

Base of lithosphere

Figure 8. Cross-section showing thicker, less dense continental crust underlying continents,
and thinner, more dense ocean crust underlying oceans. The lithosphere is that part of the
earth which moves slowly over the underlying mantle. t

4
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SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. The diagram below represents three con-
tainers each containing a different liquid,
(A) alcohol, (B) syrup and (C) water. Three blocks
of wood, all of the same density, are floating in
ttie liquids. Label the liquids.

2.1 The earth's crust is,composed of granite
(density = 2.7) and basalt (density Which
do you think makes up the continents? Why?
The'continents are composed of granite. They
float higher in the mantle because granite is
of lower density.

3. What happensto the rock underlying
mountains when surface rock. is eroded away?
The rock underlying the mountains will rise.

REFERENCES
none
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/ 'Continents And Ocean Basins:
Floaters And Sinkers .

INTRODUCTION
Why does the earth have high mountains and deep
ocean floors? Why aren't the continents at the
same level as the ocean 'floors? Why isn't
the earth all covered with sea water?

Scientists have developed ideas about the inside
of the earth Their ideas come from a study of
earthquake waves and from a knowledge of what
happens to rocks under high temperatures and
pressures The earth's interior seems to be
arranged into a series of shells (See Figure 1 )

The outer shell, called the crust, is the shell we
live upon It is 12-60 km thick and is composed
of hard rock which forms the continents and
the ocean basins Below this crust is the mantle.
This shell is about 2900 km thick It is thought to
be composed of a hot, solid rock It probably

Figure 1. Cyst -away sectioq of the earth shows a
series of shells within the 4artb's interior
(crust not to scale).

Copyright 1979 by Southeast Hissouti State University
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is capable of flow at very slow rates, much like
a candle left in the sun. Below the mantle, and in
the center Of the earth: is the core. it is believed
to be composed of a mixture of iron and nickel

In the 1950s, Congress funded a study called the
Mohole Protect Its purpose was to "look under"
the crust to see what\he upper part of the
mantle was really like'=To find out, ft would be
necessary to drill through the crust of the earth
and obtain samples of the,material found
below the crust In order to keep the cost down, it
would have to be drilled where the crust was
thin Would this be on the continents or in the
ocean basins? This moduleivill help you to under-
stand why the scientists decided to drill in do
ocean basin

Figure 2. Glomar Challenger, the first of a pew
generation of ocean vessels, is capable of drilling

_into the spp bottom in the open ocean. (Photo
contributed by Deep Sea Drilling Project, Scripps
Institution of Oceanography.)



OBJECTIVES
Aftor you have completed these activities, you
should be able to.
1. Identify the conditions under which one
substance will float in another substance.
2. Predict the movement of the crust of the earth
when material is added to, or subtracted from,
parts of the mist.
3. Predict the relative thickriesses of parts of the
earth's crust from a knowledge of average
densities and elevations.

PROCEDURE

PART A
Materials balance and two blocks of the same size
but different densities, for each group

1. Your teacher has given you two blocks of wood
that are of a similar size but different in density.
The density of an object is its mass (approximately
its weight) in grams divided by its volume
in cubic centimeters Figure out the density of
each block of wood If you have difficulty
remembering how to figure density, ask your
teacher
Block 1
Block 2

2. Which block is denser?

3. Water has a density of 1 0 gm/cm' Will the a
blocks float in water?

Which will float higher?

Why?

2

4. Fill the an with water. Place the two blocks
in the water, as in Figure 3 Were your predictions

1.4correct?

5. Alcohol has a density of 0 8 gm/cm' This is
less than the density of water If you placed
your two blocks in the alcohol, would they float
higher in the water, lower or sink? Why?

Figure 3 Two wood blocks are placed in the
water.
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6.,%y of teacher may have available one pan
fine with alcohol.Place your blocks of wood in
that an, Were your predictions correct? Does the
same block float higher than the other in the
alcohol? Explain what you observed

7. What would you expect to happen if you
placed your two blocks in a liquid, such as
syrup, that had a higher density than water9
Would they float higher or lower than in water?

I

Would one block float higher than the other?

8. What would happen if you, put a much denser .
material, such as iron; in water? Explain

4

20

9. Thiriking back on steps 3 through 8, consider
the conditions under which one material will
float in another material,

In step 9, you have described one part of the
general principle of buoyancy, that is, the
conditions under which one substance will float,
in another substance You can probably think of
many examples of buoyincy a rising balloon
filled with hot air or helium; a cork bobbing on
the water when you go fishing; your ability to
float when yop go swimming Buoyancy also
operates in the crust and mantle of the earth
Geologists call it isostasy. After you answer
questions 10 and 11, you will go on to study
isostasy in the next part of this activity

In this activity the blocks of wood and the water
will represent the earth's crust and mantle The
upper mantle is thought to have a density of
3 4 gm/ cm' :The density of the crust varies Below
the ocean basins it is about 2 9 gm/cm' Below
the continents, however, the crust averages
about 2 7 gm/cm3

10. Which is denser, upper mantle or crust?

11. Which of your two blocks could represent
ocean crush

Which could represent continental crust?

r
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PROCEDURE tr
PART B Does the ea 'rth's crust float?
Materials Five square blocks of the same.density
with two of the blocks a smaller size, for each
group

Along the margins of some continents, offshore,
thick layers of sediment pile up. In some cases
in the past, these deposits have been many
kilometers thick Later, the layers may have been
bent, broken, twisted, and even changed into
metamorphic rock. Iris is the way that mountains
rich as the Alps and the Andes dre thought

to have formed These mountains rise very high
above the surrounding continent After millions
of years of erosion by wind, water and ice,lhey.
remain high Why is this? Can you use isostasy
(buoyancy) to explain the elevation of.mountains?

In the next several steps, you will use wood blocks
and water to study an idea that geologists have
about mountains

1. Your teacher will provide you with five
blocks, all equal in density Stack the three larger
blocks orie on top of the other and place the stack
in the water, as in Figure 4 This stack will
represent mountains, and the water will represent
the evth's mantle Place one of the remaining
two blocks on one side of themountain, and
the other on the other side These two blocks
represent plain, or the lower areas that lie along
mountain chains

-Figure 4, Placement of blocks for step 1.

4

Draw a cross section (a side view) of the plains,
the mountains, and the mantle.

How does the amount of mountain above the
'4.1* pper surface of the mantle compare with the
"amount of mountain in the mantle?
Is this proportion the same for the plains?

Alt



2. Carefully remove the top block from your
mountain. Describe what happens to the
remaining blocks in your mountain.
How has/he mountain elevation changed
compared with the plains?
How has the mountain elevation changed
compared with the mantle?
Has the proportion of wood above the mantle
(water line) changed, compared with that below
the mantle'

s.

I

3. Now remove the second block from the
mountain Describe what hapilens.
Draw a cross section of the plains, mountain, and
mantle as they now look.

^..

+-0

,

4,

to'

4. In steps 2 and 3, you have simulated the
results of erosiomon mountain systems. The bloc
you removed represent the rock material remove
by streams and glaciers.
What would you expect to happen to rocks in a
Mountain range as the surface rocks are removed
by erosion?

Does this help to explain why mountains remain
high for long periods of time?

, When would you expect mountains to be at the
same level as the surrounding plains?

)

0 0
4., 4.,
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5. Take the large block of wood (representing a
continent) and place it in the water (the mantle).

t Place thd small block (a mountain system) on
top of the continent4 near its side as in Figure 5.
Why did the continent tilt?
In reality, of course, a continent on'earth does not
tilt because it is not rigid enough. Instead, it belds.

Figure 5 Placement of blo4s for step 5.

6

k.

6. Now place a second: small block below the
continent directly under your mountain range as ,

in Figure 6. Note that this second small block
is the same size and density as the mountain range.
Describe what happens to the continent.

In both steps 5 and 6, movement occurred because
of the added mass of the mountain block. In
step 5, the continent sank enough to balance the
added mass In step 6, you placed an equal mass
and volume of material below the mountain
system to form a root which then rose to balance\
the added mass of the mountain system. This
latter situation is fairly close to whatroccurs
in the real world. a
7. Examine the cross section that you drew in
step 1, PART B. Label the mountain root. Now
look at the cross section from step 3, PART B.
What happened to the mountain root from step
1 to step 32

Figure 6. Placement of blocks for step 6.
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PROCEDURE
PART C: How many types of crust are there?
Materials: six blocks for each group

1. Take all of the.,blocks you have used in the
previous part of the activity. You should have
three square low-density blocks, two smaller low-
densify blocks, and one higher- density block.
Place them together as in Figure 7. Answer pares
a: b, c, and d by entering your data in Table 1,
Worksheet 1
a. Determine the height of each stack above the-
table..
b. Determine the surface area of each stack.
c. Determine the total surface area occupied by
your stacks of blocks.
d Determine the,percent of the total area that
each of the three stacks occupies.
e. Construct a bar raph of the data from 'Table 1
on Worksheet 1

.o
ti

)
a)
>
0 E.0

c
2 8
(T)

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

Figiigke=-P1acement of blocks for step 1.

TO le 1
Height and surface area of blocks.

a) Height above b)1Surface area of d) Percent of
Stack table each stack total area

3 blocks
2 blocks
14block

c) Total surface area

M

0 10 20

Worksheet 1 (PART C)

30 40 50

Percent of total area

4:1

r) 4

60 70 80 90 100
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2. Table 2 has data showing the percentage of
total area of the earth's crust at certain elevations.
It is similar to the data table you have just made
Instead of height above your table, however,
the first column gives height above sea level or
depth below sea level. The second column is the
total percent of the earth's crust at each elevation
interval. Plot this data on a bar graph, with height
or depth on the vertical axis and percent of
area on thd horizontal axis (Worksheet 2).

A

9

-6

-5

+4

+3

.2

Sea level

1

-2

3

-4

5

.7

12

Table ?
The earth's solid surface. height and depth

above and below sea level.

Height or depth
interval, km

Percent of
total area

Above sea level
(greatest height, Mt Everest, 8.8 km.)

5-6 0 1

4-5 0.4

3-4- 1.1

2-3 2.2

1A .4.5

0-1 20.8

Below sea level r
(greatest depth, Marianas trench, 11 km.)

0-1 8.4

1-2 3.1

-2-3 6.1

-3-4 22.6

4 -5 14.7

-5-6 15.0

-6-7 0 9

7-12 0 1

.. .
,

b

-...

40.

.1.-

,-
4

.,
-...

...1

A

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 la 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22-

Percentage of total surface area of the eartfi

Worksheet 2 (PART C)
8



3. Your graph should have two long bars, each
representing elevations at which there are
maximum percentages of total area. At what
elevationS are these? and

What is the difference of percentage between
these two elevations?

4. The distribution of elevations represented in
the graph is one bit of evidence that there are
two distinct types of crust covering our earth.
Which of the two long bars on your graph
represents continental crust'?
Which represents oceanic crush

In this module, you have learned about.the idea
of isostasy. Parts of thd earth's crust with the
same thickness but different densities float
at different levels in the upper mantle. You have
also learned that parts that have the same density
but different thicknesses float at different levels.
In general, oceanic crust is denser Irian con-
tinental crust and fs also thinner. This is why
ocean basins are basins, and continents are
continents Ocean basins are low areas on the
earth's crust and therefore filled with most of the
earth's water. Continents are the high, areas
of the earth's crust. This is illustrated in Figure 8.

5. You are now to make a recommendatiILn to
the Mohole groupthose scientists who wanted to
drIll througla,the crust of the earth. If the only
concern were to find the thinnest par.t of the crust,
where should they drill?

You rhay be interested to learn that the Mohole
itself was never drilled. The cost of the program
became very high, and the National Science /

- Foundation eventually withdrew its financial
support. However, the drilling techniques that
were developed have been used extensively in the
Deep Sea Drilling Project, which was designed
to obtain samples from the sea floor.

Base of crust

Base of lithosphere

Cross-section showing thicker, less dense continental crust underlying continents,
and thinner, more dense ocean trust underlying oceans. The lithosphere is that part of the
earth which moves slowly over the underlying mantle.

9L
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4.1

SUMMARY QUESTIONS
1. The diagram-below represents three con:-
tamers each containing a diffe'rent liquid,

NA) alcohol, (B) syrup and (C) water. Three blocks
of wood, ll of the same density, are floating in
the liquids, Label the liquids.

2. The earth's crust is composed of granite
,(density= and basalt (density = 3.0). Which
do you think makes up the continents! Why?

O

REFERENCE'S

- none
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3. What happens to the rock underlying
mountains when surface rock is eroded away?

O

O

n
4
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